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Abstract 
The following problem is known as group testing problem for n objects. Each object can be 
essential (defective) or non-essential (intact). The problem is to determine the set of essential 
objects by asking queries adaptively. A query can be identified with a set e of objects and the 
query e is answered by I if p contains at least one essential object and by 0 otherwise. In the 
statistical setting the objects are essential, independently of each other, with a given probability 
p< 1 while in the combinatorial setting the number k < n of essential objects is known. The 
cut-off point of statistical group testing is equal to p* = i(3 - &), i.e., the strategy of testing 
each object individually minimizes the average number of queries iff p > p* or n = I. In the 
combinatorial setting the worst case number of queries is of interest. It has been conjectured that 
the cut-off point of combinatorial group testing is equal to r* = f. i.e., the strategy of testing 
II - I objects individually minimizes the worst case number of queries iff k/n b T* and k < II. 
Some results in favor of this conjecture are proved. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
We start with the history of the group testing problem. In World War II, all persons 
who were drafted into the United States Army were given medical examinations by the 
United States Public Health Service and the Selective Service System. The Wassermann 
test was used to detect all those who had syphilis. The test was discovered in 1906 by 
August von Wassermann and detects syphilis in its early stages. The test is a serum 
reaction which identifies antibodies in the blood of the person who has syphilis. First, 
blood must be drawn from every subject. Then, in the conventional methods, each 
blood sample is subjected to the Wassermann test. Hence, one test was conducted for 
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each test subject. It was soon discovered that tests could be saved as follows: Portions 
of the blood samples from several persons can first be mixed together and this mixture 
subjected to the Wassermann test. If the reaction is negative, then we know that all 
persons whose blood is in the mixture do not have syphilis. In the case of a positive 
reaction, we only know that at least one of these persons has syphilis. 
In this scenario it is natural to assume that the persons are independently infected 
with a known (or estimated) probability p < 1. One is interested in a test sequence 
minimizing the average number of tests. The worst case scenario is trivial in this setting, 
since in the case that all persons are infected we have to test all persons individually. 
There is a list of papers describing good search strategies, e.g. [5, 1.5, 14, 121. 
Ungar [ 171 determined the so-called optimal cut-off point for statistical group testing. 
For p* = i(3 - 6) he proved that the strategy of testing the n persons individually is 
optimal iff p 3 p* or n = 1. More general problems have been considered by Sobel [ 131 
and Kumar [lo]. In the hypergeometric group testing problem the number k of infected 
persons is known and it is assumed that all (;) subsets of size k have the same 
probability of being the set of infected persons. In the trinomial group testing problem 
each person is in one of three possible states. 
The combinatorial group testing problem is the counterpart of the statistical group 
testing problem considered above. The problem is to identify the k infected persons 
in a set of n people. A test is a subset Q of the n persons and has two possible 
outcomes: 0 if no person in Q is infected and 1 if at least one person in Q is infected. 
The task is to find an adaptive test strategy (i.e. one where each test may depend 
on the previous ones and their outcomes) which identifies the set of infected persons 
and uses a minimum number of tests in the worst case. If k, the number of infected 
persons, is known, which we assume in the paper, then YI - 1 individual tests solve the 
problem. The last person need not be tested, because the outcome is known from the 
number of infected persons among the first n - 1. A number x* is called cut-qjf’point 
of the combinatorial group testing problem if the strategy of using test sets of size 1 
is optimal iff k/n 3 c(* and k <n. The monographs of Picard [ 1 l] and Ahlswede and 
Wegener [1] have collected among many problems all the problems described above 
under the notion of search problems. 
It was conjectured by Hu et al. [9] that individual tests are optimal iff 3k 3 n > k > 0. 
They also showed that fewer than n - I tests suffice if y1 2 3k. Hence, it is conjectured 
that the cut-off point for combinatorial group testing is l/3. Some attempts have been 
made to establish this conjecture. In the aforementioned paper Hu et al. proved that 
n - 1 tests are needed if k 3 (215) II, which was improved to k 3 (S/2 I )n by Du and 
Hwang [6]. Here we shall show that n - 1 tests are necessary for k > (1/3)n if the 
size of the test sets is at most 2. 
The problem of combinatorial group testing has recently reappered in connection 
with attribute efficient learning. In the scenario introduced by Angluin [2] as concept 
learning similar problems are considered with respect to worst case complexity. We 
only introduce the class of concept learning problems we are interested in. The concept 
is an unknown Boolean function ,f from some concept class R of Boolean functions on 
n inputs. The learner may ask for each CI E { 0, l}’ for the value of .f’(cr) and the teacher 
has to tell the right value. The learner may choose the queries adaptively, i.e.. the ith 
query may depend on the answers to the first i - 1 queries. The combinatorial group 
testing problem is the counterpart of the statistical group testing problem considered 
above. In this new setting the concept class OR(k) contains the (;) functions which 
are the disjunctions (OR) of k of the II possible variables. An input CI is equivalent 
to the query Q = {i 1 a; = I }. The answer ,f’(a) equals I iff the set Q contains at least 
one of the k so-called essential variables or attributes. This is the same as testing a 
mixture of the blood of all persons i E 0. The answer also is I iff at least one of the 
persons in Q is infected. In learning theory the case of small k is of particular interest. 
Attribute-efficient learning is defined as learning in the worst case with poly(k, log II ) 
queries. A lot of problems of this kind. even with more general concept classes and 
query types. have been solved, e.g., by Blum et al. [3], Bshouty and Hellerstein 141. 
and Hegediis and Indyk [7]. Uehara et al. [ 161 consider also the case of arbitrary 
large k and look for learning algorithms whose worst case number of queries is only 
by a constant factor larger than some known lower bound which often is the tri\Gl 
information theoretical lower bound [log ISll. 
In Section 2 we present a learning strategy which needs in the worst case less than 
II ~ 1 queries iff L~IZ < 1/3. This strategy does not have to know li and uses questions 
of size 2 only. 
Many learning algorithms have a temporal nature, e.g.. questions are adaptively asked 
one after the other. If one analyses the worst case behavior of such an algorithm. it 
is often helpful to look at it as a game between a lenmc~ and an or/t~,stn.~~. The 
adversary has unlimited computational power and answers the learner’s questions so 
as to maximize their number. Adversary strategies establish constructive lower bounds 
on the worst case behavior of algorithms and developing them may also be helpful in 
understanding the structure of the problem. We shall take up this idea in Section 3 and 
present an adversary strategy showing that M - 1 queries are necessary if /i 3 ( 1 ‘?)/I 
and k <II. 
In Section 4 the problem where the queries are restricted to sets of at most two 
objects is investigated. Then X* = I:‘3 is the cut-off point. Finally. we discuss why we 
cannot prove the more general conjecture. 
2. A simple learning strategy 
The information theoretic lower bound for the combinatorial group testing problem 
equals [log (;)I 2 k log(n/k). The best known upper bound due to Uehara, Tsuchida. 
and Wegener [ 161 equals k[log(n/k)l +- 2k -- 2. This bound is smaller than M ~ I only 
if li:‘rl= l/4 or k/n < l/5. Moreover, this strategy uses the fact that k is known. In 
the following, we present and analyze a simple learning strategy with the following 
additional properties: 
l the size of all queries is bounded by 2, 
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l the algorithm does not use the knowledge of k. 
Algorithm 1. At the beginning all objects are unclassified. 
(a) rf n = 0, stop. 
(b) If n = 1, solve the problem with the query consisting of the unclassified object, 
stop. 
(c) Zf n 3 2, ask a query Q = {x, y} containing two unclassi$ed objects. 
Case 1: The answer is 0. Then x and y are non-essential, n := n - 2. 
Case 2: The answer is 1. Then ask the query {x}. 
Case 2.1: The answer is 1. Then x is essential and y unclassi$ed, n := n - 1. 
Case 2.2: The answer is 0. Then x is non-essential and it can be concluded 
that y is essential, n :=n - 2. 
Theorem 1. (1) Algorithm 1 uses at most 2k + [(n - k)/21 queries. 
(2) The combinatorial group testing problem can be solved with at most 2k 
+ L(n - k)/21 - 1 queries, zfn 3 2. 
(3) [9] The combinatorial group testing problem can be solved with less than n ~ 1 
queries if k/n < l/3. 
Proof. (1) Obviously, the learner can only get a net advantage from Case 2.2 of 
Algorithm 1 because the state of two objects is revealed and only one query is asked. 
It is, however, always possible to answer the query {x} by 1 instead, because x and y 
are interchangeable. Therefore, we assume that Case 2 always leads to Case 2.1. If 
n > 2, we either identify 2 non-essential objects with 1 query or 1 essential object 
with 2 queries. Let k describe the number of unclassified essential objects. Then, k := k 
in Case 1 and k := k - 1 in Case 2.1. Hence, n -k remains even (or odd) if it is even 
(resp. odd) in the beginning. If n -k is even, then n = I implies k = 1 and we identify 
the last essential object with only one query, and n = 0 implies k = 0. If n - k is odd, 
then n = 1 implies k = 0 and the identification of the last non-essential object costs one 
query. Altogether the number of queries is bounded by 2k + [(n - k)/21. 
(2) At the end of Algorithm 1 we can save queries if we know k. Since n decreases 
at most by 2, we reach a subproblem where n E {2,3}. By a simple case inspection 
we obtain the entries of Table 1 where upper is the value of the upper bound 2k 
+ [(n - k)/21 and opt the value of the optimal solution. 
The upper bound 2k + [(n - k)/21 assumes that we always reach Case 2.1. If we 
reach Case 2.2, we may ignore the information that x is non-essential. Then the upper 
bound still holds. If n - k is odd in the beginning, we reach a subproblem (k’,n’) in 
this case where n’ - k’ is odd and n’ E {2,3}. Hence, we can save 2 queries, if n - k 
is odd, and 1 query in any case. This leads to the upper bound 2k + [(n - k)/21 - 1, 
if n 32. 
(3) The upper bound 2k + [(n - k)/2J - 1 equals in + ik - 1 for even n - k. This 
is smaller than n - 1 iff k < f n. The upper bound equals in + i k - i for odd n - k. 
This is smaller than n - 1 iff k < in + i. This last inequality is for integers k and n 
x7 
Table I 
Bounds and optimal solutions for n E {2.3) 
k II II - h rqlpe opt l,p,““‘-o,lt 
0 2 Even I 0 I 
I 2 Odd 3 I 2 
2 2 Even 4 0 3 
0 3 Odd 2 0 2 
I 3 Even 3 2 I 
2 3 Odd 5 2 3 
3 3 Even 6 0 6 
and M - k odd equivalent to k < in. (The only integer case where ill < k < in -t $ is 
k = fn implying that n - k is even.) 1 
Using the learning strategy with queries of size 1 we pay one unit per element 
(except the last one). Our simple strategy works with pairs and pays two units for 
essential and half a unit for non-essential objects (except the last one). This is cheaper 
iff there are at least twice as many non-essential objects than essential ones. 
3. A general adversary strategy 
Du and Hwang [6] showed a lower bound of n - 1 queries for k 3 (S/21 )n. Here, 
we wish to present an adversary strategy for the case k > (112)n. An adversary gives 
consistent answers to the queries of the learner in order to force the learner to ask 
many queries. Here, “consistent” means, that at any time there is at least one set S 
of size k such that the adversary’s answers are correct if S is the set of the essential 
objects. We assume w.1.o.g. that the learner does not ask a query whose answer already 
is known. Then each answer of the adversary is consistent. This assumption implies 
that no query contains an object known to be essential. We also assume w.1.o.g. that 
the learner does not include an object known to be non-essential into a query. In order 
to simplify the analysis of the adversary strategy the adversary may give some further 
information to the learner. 
Proof. The statement is obvious for n E { I, 2). If k = tz - 1, the result is easy to prove. 
Queries containing at least two objects are useless, since the answer 1 is known. Hence. 
the learner only asks queries of size I. If the adversary always answers with 1. then 
the learner is left after n - 2 queries with the problem of identifying the non-essential 
object among two objects. Hence, the learner needs a further query. 
If k <n - 1, the adversary works as follows. As long as the query sets are disjoint 
and at most II - k - 1 queries of size 1 have been asked, the adversary answers 0 for 
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queries of size 1 and 1 for queries of larger size. These answers are possible, since 
there are IZ - k non-essential objects and since, at most [n/2] disjoint queries with at 
least two objects can be asked. 
When the learner has asked n - k ~ 1 queries of size 1, the learner has classified 
n -k - 1 non-essential objects with n -k - 1 queries. By the considerations above the 
learner needs another k queries (besides n - k - 1 queries of size 1) for the remaining 
problem (k’,n’), where n’ = k + 1 and k’ = k. 
Otherwise, we consider the first point in time where the learner asks a query Q 
which is not disjoint from a former query Q’. By our assumptions on the learner Q’ 
is of size at least 2. The adversary reveals more information by choosing an object 
x E Q n Q’ and deciding that x is essential and by choosing an object y E Q’\(x) and 
deciding that y is non-essential. Then the answers 1 to Q and Q’ are of no further 
value. The learner has used two queries to identify an essential and a non-essential 
object. With the remaining queries the learner has to solve the problem (k’n’) where 
n’ = n -2 and k’ = k - 1. Since the cases n = 1 and n = 2 can serve as base of induction, 
we conclude by induction that the learner needs n - 3 further queries for the remaining 
problem. Hence, the learner needs n ~ 1 queries altogether. 0 
4. The cut-off point for queries of size bounded by 2 
If the size of the query sets is bounded by 2, we can prove that l/3 is the cut-off 
point of combinatorial group testing. 
Theorem 3. Zf the size of the query sets is bounded by 2, the cut-of point is l/3, 
i.e., n - 1 queries are necessary $f’ n/3 < k < n - 1. 
Proof. It follows from the results of Section 2 that the combinatorial group testing 
problem can be solved with less than n - 1 queries whose size is bounded by 2 
if k/n < l/3. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that y1 - 1 queries are necessary if 
n/3 <k,<n- 1. 
We again work with an adversary strategy and work with the same assumptions as 
in Section 3. Every object i can be in one of the states free, bound, or class$ed. 
We denote this by d(i) = f, St(i) = b, St(i) = c, respectively. The states are implicitly 
changed by the adversary’s answers. At the beginning all objects are free. With a query 
of size 1 a free or bound object becomes classified (as essential or non-essential). If a 
query of two free objects is answered by 0, the free objects become classified as non- 
essential. If the answer is 1, the free objects become bound and are called partners. 
It is known that at least one of the partners is essential. The adversary guarantees that 
no object is simultaneously bound by two queries and that the first of the two partners 
which becomes classified is classified as essential. Then the former query gives no 
information about the other partner which becomes free again. 
Before we can describe the adversary strategy in detail, we introduce some notations 
used by the adversary. Let PI,. , Q, be the first t queries of the learner, The query 
p,- is alicr at time t, if it contains at least one object which is bound after Q, because 
of p,.. 
The adversary chooses the answers and the additional information (which is Ibt 
free) in such a way that as long as the job of the learner is not finished the number of 
classified objects is not larger than the number of queries asked and that, in the end. 
the number of queries is at least n - I. Moreover, the adversary takes cart that the 
queries which are alive are pairwise disjoint. More precisely the adversary evaluates 
the situation with the following parameters: 
l ;‘,, the number of queries which are alive, 
l crl, the number of classified objects, 
l (rl.,, the number of objects classified as essential, 
0 II, :=I1 ~ ;‘, - (T,, 
l k, := k - ;‘, ~ cil,,, and 
l n, := 3k, - PI,. 
Intuitively, 11~ describes the number of “free” decisions of the adversary and k, the 
number of free decisions which have to give the result “essential”. Only if I <k, <II,- 1. 
the “free” decisions are really free. Moreover, d, describes whether the number of “free 
essential” objects is large with respect to the number of “free” objects. 
Obviously, ;‘o = cr() = ~1.0 = 0, 110 = n, and ko = k. Moreover, do 2 0, since II :3 < X. 
Now we describe how the adversary answers the query Q,. Let i #,j. 
Curse I : Q, = {i}, where st(i) = .f’ and n,_l < 1. Answer 0, change st(i) from ,f to c’. 
C~.rr 2: Q, = { i }. w h ere st(i) = ,f’ and d,_, > 2. Answer I, change .st(i) from ,f’ to (‘. 
c’osc~ 3: QI = {i} where s(i) = h. Answer 1, change st( i) from h to (’ and .st( j) from 
h to ,f’, where .i is the partner of i. 
Cirsc 4: Q, = { i.,j}. where st(i) = ,f’, st(,j) = ,f’. and rl, _I < ~ I, Answer 0. change 
St(i) from ,f’ to c and sr(j) from ,f’ to c. 
( ‘~/.sc 5: (I, = { i, ,j } , where .yt(i) = ,f’, st(.j) =- ,f’, and u’,+ 1 3 0. Answer I, change .s/( i) 
from ,f’ to h and st(,j) from ,f’ to 17, and i and i become partners. 
C’U~ 6: Q, = {i,s}, where st(i) = h, st(x) E {f’, h}. and i # x If ,j. Answer I, change 
st(i) from h to c and .st(,j) from h to ,f’. where j is the partner of i. the state 
of .V is not changed. 
Table 2 describes how the six essential parameters change their value by 0, and the 
answer of the adversary. The contents of the table follow from the descriptions of the 
adversary strategy. 
We know that do > 0. If do > 2, the Cases 1 and 4 are impossible and the d-value 
does not increase. Moreover, the answer to all queries is I until ~1, E (0, +I, +2} fat 
some t. Since Case 4 is impossible, the number of classified objects is bounded above 
by the number of queries, including the ones which are not alive. Only in Case 5 a 
query which is alive is created. But in Case 5 no object is classified. 
Cases 3 and 6 do not change the d-value. The assumptions of the other cases ensure 
that d,. E { -2. - I. 0. + I. +2} for all I^ > t if d, E { -2. ~ 1.0, + I, +2}. The change ot 
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Table 2 
Change of the values of the six essential parameters 
Case Answer ;‘I - ?,-I OI - (Tt-, 01.1 - ~1.1-1 n/ -q-l k, -k,_, dr - d,-1 
I 0 0 +1 0 -I 0 +1 
2 I 0 +1 +I -1 -I -2 
3 I -1 +I +I 0 0 0 
4 0 0 i2 0 -2 0 t2 
5 I fl 0 0 -1 -I -2 
6 I -I +I +I 0 0 0 
Fig. I. The changes of d- and u-values 
the d-values is illustrated in Fig. 1. The node labels are the current d-values. For each 
node only one of the Cases 1 and 2 is possible. Also only one of the Cases 4 and 5 
is possible. The corresponding edge is drawn as a thick line. Cases 3 and 6 lead to 
self-loops. The edge labels describe the change of the cr-values. 
Let us investigate the case do E (0, fl, t2). Each learning strategy together with 
our adversary strategy leads to a path in the graph of Fig. 1 starting at do. It is easy 
to see that the sum of the edge labels of each path starting at do is bounded above 
by the length of the path which is equal to the number of queries. The simple reason 
is that edges with label 2 only start at the nodes -1 and -2. In order to reach these 
nodes we have to choose an edge with label 0. Together with our investigations of 
the case do > 2 we have proved that the number of classified objects is not larger than 
the number of queries as long as 1 d kt d nt ~ 1. We still have to investigate what 
happens if k, = 0 or k, = n,. If d, >, 3, 3k, - n, > 3. Hence, k, > 0. As long as d, 2 3, 
all queries are answered by 1 and n, -k, remains unchanged. Hence, 17( -k, = II --k z I. 
We still have to investigate the cases where d, E { -2, ~ l,O, +I, +2}. If k, =/I,, then 
cl, = 3k, ~ rzt = 2k, and n, = k, = d,/2. This is only possible if ~1, = 2 and )I, =: k, = I In 
this situation we save one query. If k, =z 0, then d, = - 11,. This implies that tl, = I 
and n, = I or (1, = ~ 2 and 11~ = 2. In the last case we even save two queries. But in 
this case our path ends in the node -2 and the number of queries was larger than the 
number of classified objects. In each case the number of queries is at least II I. i 
5. Discussion 
In the statistical group testing problem the learner knows p and with high probability 
the number of essential objects is close to k := np. In the combinatorial problem the 
learner knows the number k of essential objects. Hence, the task is easier. But 
we are interested in the worst case scenario while Ungar [ 171 considers the average 
case scenario. This makes the two approaches incomparable. 
We have proved that the cut-off point of the combinatorial group testing problem is 
I.‘3 if the size of the queries is bounded by 2. If the con.jecture that the cut-off point is 
I /3 in the general case is wrong, then there is some choice of the parameters k and II 
where k 2 n;‘3 and we can exceed the strategy of asking queries of size I. But this is 
only possible with a strategy using also queries with at least three objects. One M;OLI~~ 
expect that for an example with the smallest value of kin we would be able to work 
with queries of size 1 and 2. 
Our adversary has difficulties if larger query sets are allowed. In some situations 
(Case 4) the adversary may answer a query of two free objects by 0 which classifies 
two objects. The answer 0 to queries of at least three objects reveals too much infor- 
mation and the adversary should answer these queries by I. Thus, it becomes crucial 
to reveal less information than in Case 6. if a query contains a bound object. This 
makes adversaries hard to analyze. 
The adversary strategy of Section 4 can be modified to cope with larger query sizes. 
One then gets the following result: If the size of the query sets is bounded by / > 2. 
then 12 - I queries are necessary if ((I ~ I )/(21 - I ))I? < /< < /I - I. For I= 3 one 
gets k > (2.:5)11 which is surpassed by the (81’21 )-result of Du and Hwang [6]. This 
may serve as an indication that an adversary strategy for bigger queries has to look 
different. Especially we think it must no longer give away information for free. 
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